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Speci.al Legis. latu. re
~unlikely' to Meet
For Fund Allocation
By Dennis Pohlman

Alexandria

Klos;~

SECOND HOME: While the parents are attending school, (left to right} Seth, Brendon, and
Jose spend paH of their day playing at the Unitlersity of New Mexir:o Child Care Co-op.

UNM Parents· Gain
By Mark Michnovicz
Making students low-priority for
child care funding is no longer being
considered as a solution to the state's
child care budget problems.
University of New Mexico Child
Care Co-op Director George O'Neil
called this a "victory" for lowincome parents attending l!NM.
This year's Human Services Division child care funds of $2.6 million
remain at last year's level, although
the cost for child care continues to
rise. At present child care costs, it
would ·have been necessary to cut
funding to 400 cases throughout
New Mexico, he says.
"Gov. Toney Anaya's people in
.Santa Fe began looking for solutions
to funding problems, in which all
400 cases would continue to receive
funding,'' O'Ne~l says.
Possible solutions discussed last
spring in ·meetings between HSD
officials and New Mexico child care
directors included making students
low-priority for funding; developing.
a co-payment plan, in which parents
would pay according to what they
earn; and discontinuing contract
·care funding and making all payments of t~e ~endor care type.
Nothing is definite, but it looks
like discontinuing contract care and
also developing a co-payment plan
wm be t.he answer; says· Mike Varela, deputy director for HSD in Santa
Fe.
Darlene Wilson, director of St.
Mark's in the Valley Day. School,
says a payment scale has been de·
signed.
Parents will pay a maximum of65
cents a day for child care with the

proposed subsidy schedule for vendor payments, Wilson says.
For a family of two (one parent
and one child) eami11g less than
$2,000 a year, the state will make
the full $6.50 payment.
A family of two earning between
$2,000 and $5,500 will pay 25 cents
for each $500 above $2,000 earned.
So, a family earning $5,500 a year
will pay $1.75, and the state $4.75 a
day, she says.
The family earning between
$5,500 and $7,000 a year will pay an
additional SO cents for each $500
eamed above $5,500.
A single parent who works 40
hours a week at minimum wage (a

Day Care Cutbacks
See Page 5
littie more than $6,900 a year) will
pay $3.25 a day, Wilson says.

is funded under Title XX) has a ratio
of one adult to seven children. A
center without Title XX will have a
ratio of 1-to-IS,'t Wilso'! ~ays.
To qualify for funding, a single
parent must be working a minimum
wage job; be in training for a job or
attending school.
Once parents have qualified they
may ask that the child ~ placed in a
center that receives Title XX funding. If there are no slots available,
they are either placed on a waiting
list or directed to a center that re~
ceives vendor payments.
Before any changes in child day
care funding contracts can be
effected, they must be released for a
30-day public hearing, Wilson says.
The new contracts, however, are to
go into effect July l.

A special session of the state
legislature to allocate more than
$277 million the federal government
~ecently turned over to ~ew Mexico
·~ .settl~~e?,t ~f an el~ht·yc.~r·o!d
CIVIl Slllt 1s h1ghly unlikely, sa1d
Press Secretary David Oakley
Wednesday.
.
A number of public officials, in·
eluding University of New Mexico
President John Perovich, have endorsed the idea of a special session
on educational finance issues since
news of the windfall broke last
month.
·
"The possibility of a special session is still under discussion, but is
extremely unlikely at this time,"
Oakley said
The pres~ secretary added that
while Gov. Toney Anaya believes
cutbacks in education made during
the regular session of the legislature
have already had a dramatic impact
on all facets of education, including
the state's university system, he cannot call the legislators back to Santa

Fe without their full approval, which
has not been forthcoming.
The funds,. totaling $277.2 million, were received by the state last
month following a decision on a motion for declaratory judgment filed
by the U.S. gove.rnment against the
. state. The ruling upholds New Mexico's contention that services performed under contract for the federal
government are taxable under state
gross receipts tax provisions.
·
The settlement ~!ears th~_f~d.e~a~
government of all such talC habdJtles
through the end of the current federal fiscal year, set to end Sept. ~0.
The funds have aU been .tcntauvely earm:rr~ed, ?akley sa1d. S~me
$100 mdhon 'YIII go towar~ highway constructiOn . and repa1r, $17
million will be divided up by. local
gove~men~, and of the remamder,
half wdl go mto th~ gene~al fund and
half to th'? operatmg reserve fund,
Oakley sa1d.
. At present, there are no plans to
place any of the funds in the education budget, be said.

Thatcher Con.fident Of
British Landslide Victory
LONDON (UPI) ...... Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher was so
confident Wednesday she didn't
bother to predict victory in the British general elections less than 24
hours away. Instead, she talked ·of
how big her landslide would be.
"I naturally hope and want as big
a support for my policies as I can
possibly get," she said. "My concern is with securing from the British people a decisive mandate for
another term.''
No doubts surfaced - except in
Labor Party statements - that she
would get the crushing win she
wants to give her a second 5-year

A spokeswoman for HSD says if
the new contracts are signe,d, .any
dates will be changed to allow for the term.
Mrs. Thatcher became Britain's
30-day public hearing before they go
first woman prime minister in May
into effect.

1979 and called Thursday's election
nearly a year early in a bid to win an
even bigger mandate .. ·~
"It's Still Maggie By a Mile,''
said London's Daily Mail's headline.
Liberal Party leader David Steel
could only lament Mrs. Thatcher
was "a bit greedy'' in "wanting all
the votes for herself.' • He charged
she was ••sounding more and more
as if she wants a one-party state.''
But. Labor Party leader Michael
Foot, beaten nearly into third place
in final pre-vote polls, insisted his
party expected "a very fine result."
"I'm not contemplating failure
tomorrow," Foot said. "I'm contemplating victory tomorrow..''
t:Ontinued on page2

Two types of funding for child
care - vendor payments, which
pays $6.50 a day for full care, and
Title XX contract care, which pays
an average of $8.82 a day for full
care - have been available to lowincome parents.
Title XX funds are paid to child
care centers that provide more than
adequate child care. They provide a
smallerratio of children to each staff
member; higher levels of education
.and training for staff members and a
program providing nutritious lunches.
"For example, St Mark's (which

INSIDE:
DAY CARE FUNDRAISEFI:
See Page 5

SUMMER MOVIES:
SeePageS

TAKE A HIKE:
See,Page 10

Michael A. Gallegos

ALBUQUERQUE CRUSADE: Followers of Sun Myung Moon's Unification Church rally their
cau1e in the Civic Pl11za downtown during the noon hour Wednesday. Abtlut 50 church
mem,.,_ ar• in town thl• aummer trying to r~~erult new members to their religion. Moon's
diJt:lple• can •l•o be seen 11round the UNM area looltlng lot pOtential members.

JlI
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Reagan Changes Arms Stance
WASHINGTON - President
made broad changes
Wednesday in the U.S, stance .in
anns cont(ol negotiations with the
Soviet Union, offering wider flexibility <md urging the Kremlin not to
ignore ''this new opportunity,''
"I sincerely hope that the Soviet
Union will respond with corresponding flexibility,'' Reagan said at
a White House ceremony.
Reagan said he instructed chief
U.S. negotiator Edward Rowny to
present the new proposals to the
Soviets at the St;utegic Arms Reduction Talks that resumed in Geneva,
Switzerland, Wednesday after a 10week recess.
He said the United States will
raise its earlier proppsed limit of 850
Rc~garr

long-range nuclear missiles for both specific numbers Rowny will presides and shift the focus of the talks sent, the senior official told reporto counting numbers of warheads.
ters that ''you can be sure that we
"Everything is on the tnble," said will have numbers and they will
a senior White House official. "We have numbers."
are prepared to negotiate everyThe senior official said only that
thing."
the nuclear warhead figure would be
"I have instructed Ambassador between 850 and the Soviet proposal
Rowny to make clear to the Soviet of I ,450, Other officials said it
delegation our commitment to our would fall in the range of I , I 00 to
fundamental objectives, but I have 1,200.
also given him the flexibility to exThe United States has about I ,600
plore all appropriate avenues for
land-and sea-based missiles, while
meeting our goals," Reagan said.
In Geneva, Rowny told reporters, the Soviet Union has more than
2,30().
"We are prepared to be flexible ;md
innovative and to make reasonable
The United States will stick with ·
change~ wherever it will assure
its proposal to limit each side to
progress."
5,000 warheads, about a one-third
While Reagan did not release the . reduction from current levels.

Britain--.;.._.___________
continued from page 1
the party leader becomes prime
Only 4 percent of Britons thought minister,
he could win that victory, a new poll
Mrs. Thatcher noted that more
siJo\Vcd. The same poll gave Mrs. than 42 million people were eligible
Thatcher's Conservatives 46 percent to vote Thursday, a record number.
of the vote, Labor 28 percent and the Polls slay open. until I 0 p.m. and
Social Democratic-Liberal Alliance only a few results were expected before Friday,
24 percent.
Britons do not vote for a prime
The prime minister, flanked by
minister, however, but for their loc- her s.ix top cnbinet ministers, said
al representative in the 650-seat victory would be hers because "we
House of Commons. Whoever wins huvc steadily pursued policies for
the largest number of votes in each four years, and those policies have
been the right ones."
district wins the scat.
She has called on people to take
The party with the largest number
of scats fonns the government and responsibility for their own lives,

seeking more emphasis on private
education and commercial rather
than statesupplied health care,
Foot, whose party planned to create jobs by massive borrowing,
spending and nationalization, has
said it is the government's duty to
provide for the weak and needy.
Had it crossed Mrs. Thatcher's
mind, asked the London Times political editor, that she might lose?
"Yes, it has crossed my mind,"
she replied. "But it has only just
flitted through."

United Press International.

Page 3, New

WASHiNGTON - The Sup- court said lt was barred from
reme Court failed Wednesday to addressing the issue because the
resolve a law-and-order con- state court did not have a chance
troversy over evidence obtained to consider it first.
Instead, una 6-3 vote, the jusin illegal searches and settled instead on making it easier for tices settled the case on narrower
police to use anonymous tips to grounds that still handed an important victory to law enforcecatch l.'riminals.
ment officers by making it easier
"With apologies to all," the for police to obtain search warhigh court put off "for another rants based on anonymous tips.
day" the hotly contested issue of
whether criminal evidence must · Writing for the court, Justice
be throwri out of court when· a William Rehnquist officially
policemiui makes an honest, threw out a set of rigid. rules for
technical mistake in a search. · testing the value of ilhonymous
.
. .
.• tips and adopted a more ''flexipnly Justice Byron Wh1te ~as ble, easily applied standard"
Wlllmg to go all the way, votmg allowing greater use of inforto create a much-sought excep- mants • tips
tionto the "exclusionary rule" to
·
permit use of any guns, narcoThe drug search ruling overtics, or other evidence turned up turns the Illinois courts and upin a questionable search so long holds a search by Bloomingdale,
as police conducted the search in IlL, police of Susan and Lance
good faith.
Gates' car and home.
Such an exception. has been
Although the search turned up
eagerly sought by the Reagan more than 350 pounds of marladministration and htw enforce-_ joana and cocaine, the Illinois
ment circles, who blame the ex- courts ruled the search was illegal
clusionary rule for setting the because the warrant was impropguilty free on technicalities.
erly based on the anonymous letLast November, the justices ter, even though police knew it to
went out of their way to schedule be at least partinlly accurate.
hearings on an Illinois drug case
for a second time specifically to
Rehnquist said the Illinois
consider the idea of a ''good faith court was too strict .in judging the
exception." But Wednesday the tip.
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Free 9oz. glass of

SQUEEZED ORANGE dUlCE
with purchase of breakfast or hamburger
($1.30 or more)

65t value
Coupon good thru. 6-15-83
Frontier Restaurant
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Shrink To Fit
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GOOD!

New Mexico Union Food service

the gJierb,downtown

Wrangler
Cords

Zeppelin
Fashion Jeans

$16.99
lobo

Small Brownlee.••••. , •.•••••. ZSJ
Lerga Brownlee ••.•..•.•.••• .35J

That's right! At New MeJCico Union Food Service we've rolled coffee prices back to 5¢,
or FREE With ally·food putchase- before Bam and after 4plll. So come to the Union this
Summer Semester and enjoy FREE coffee With a meal or your favorite snack, during
these special times. Offer valid oniV fot students, facultV and st.aff of UNM.

198~

I

all imporlont/

jOCket~dleSS:ZS,

Do you like
coffee
Let me pour
you a cup
for Scents
or FREE
with any purchase!
see details below
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Court Puts Off Decision ·

When 0Jsychic is

Welcome
UNM Summer
Session Students

M~:xico

NOW OPEN
Sundays 11-4

men's
shop
2120 Central SE
243-6954

•

P~ge
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Upset BEF Members May Sue

Forum

By.Dennis Pohlman

---Editorial---

---Opinion....____

Arbitration for Survival

Senator Proposes MX Tradeoff
To Reduce Soviet-U.S. Buildup

June 20 is International Day of Nuclear Disarmament, and reportedly more than 150 cities in the United States and Europe plan to
hold demonstrations.
.
.
.
In New Mexico, a 10-day nonviolent demonstration, mcl~d1ng a
civil disobedience training session, at Kirtla!l.d Air Force Base 1s planned. State organizers say the problem of m1ht~ry-~ener~ted ~mploy
ment and economics needs to be addressed 1n d1scussmg dis~~rma·
ment, hence the choice of New Mexico's largest employer as a s1te for
the demonstration,
.
Any insistence o~ the part ~f individ_uals that all ~overnments g1Ve
up their Machiavellian strategies, co~s1der huma_n l1fe before abstract
nationalism and act as if our spec1es were st11l capa_ble of moral
behavior is ~ommendable. Such insistence, however, IS even more
laudable when it thoughtfully tries to effect change ..
All the ramifications of disarmament must be considered and pre·
parations made for every counterargument presented by those who
benefit from continuedj\fluclear arms development. And per~aps
most importr.mtly, antag?nism must be !aced calmy. If we bel1e~e
arbitration, not violence, 1s the key to survival, we must trust that skill
and develop it in ourselves.
. .
The conscientious planning used in the Kirtland demonstratiOn IS
indeed auspicious.

Despite ongoing doubts .about its value to U.S. security, the MX has
been making a steady comeback on Capitol Hill,
Ironically, in the Senate its rebirth comes as a result of a bipartisan
arms control proposal by Sens. William Cohen, A-Maine, and Sam
Nunn, D-Ga. Called "build-down,'' the plan stipulates th,at each superpower destroy two warheads for every new one it introduces. In
return for a White House endorsement, Cohen and Nunn have agreed
to help salvage the President's plan to deploy 100 MX missiles in
existing silos,
Cohen discussed the build-down concept with columnists Maxwell
Glen and Cody Shearer last week. An edited transcript of their interview follows.
a·: How do you explain the "build·down" concept to your constit.uents?
· COHEN: Simply put, I first explain why a nuclear freeze wo~k~ to
our disadvantage. I explain what the freeze does to our ex1stmg
military programs .and what it does to the Europeans for whom we are
now negotiating (in Geneva). If you freeze nuclear weapons, the
Soviets get up and walk away from the negotiating tablewith an edge.
But I also point out that the freeze advocates have a very admirable
point. That is that we are now a~ding layer upon layer.of weapons. ~o
how do I reconcile these two thmgs -the need to build more survrvable weapon systems and get a more secure sea· and air-based
system? Well, I pay a price. And the price of modernization is reductions.

----Letters--Free Speech, Liberty Not a Dream

Between The Lines With
Maxwell Glen&Cody Shearer:

Editor:
In your April 21 issue a reader discounted the notion that ours is a
society of free speech a~d personal liberty as a "Republican dream."
The persistent survival of the Ku Klu~ Klan and ~he 1970 tragedy ~t
Kent State University, among other th1 ngs, were c1ted as proofs of th1s
position.
.. .
.
The simple fact of that letter's existence- that it was wntten, that 1t
was published in a newspaper for public scrutiny- refutes the letter
itself.
1· b d
Random individual malice, innocent incompetence, and Pam a
luck are frightening because they ?an't ~e !iva! de?· Th~ ~est that any
reasonable society can hope to do 1s av01d mst1tut1onahzmg them and
mitigate their effects when they occur. Ours does, as successfully as
any, and far better than most.
The examples of the failures of our social and political system are
not to be glossed over. But they stand out in memory precisely
because they are exceptions rather than the rule.
This, I submit, is no "dream."
Peter H. Shaw

Sexism Charge Not Justified
Editor:
A recent letter from Joan Andersen published in the Daily Lobo
attempted to draw attention to some perceived inequality based on
sex in dealing with those accused of murder. Ms. Andersen was upset
at the recent conviction of Sophie Ma~in for the murder of he~ husband and the relatively light sentence •mposed on Wyley Robmson
for the murder of Charles Webster in Rio Rancho.
The court took into consideration his (Robinson's) disintegrating
.
mental and physical condition. . .
In Sophie Martin's case, Mrs. Martin admitted to ki!ling her husband, but claimed the killing was justified. The prosecution presented
evidence questioning the truthfulness of her st?ry..
.
Ms. Andersen's letter implies that Mrs. Martm was C?nv•~ted by
sexist social traditions and attitudes. Nevertheless, t.he JUry m Mrs.
Martin's case exhibited its own raised so~ial_ cons01ousnes~ when
confronted with one who had taken another s hfe and who cla1med to
be justified in so doing. It weighed the evidence knowin.9 full well t~at
both sides could not possibly be telling the truth, and 1t rendered 1ts
decision.
John E. Farrow
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I've come up with a formula called 2-for-1.1'm not locked into those
numbers, yet the principle remains fixed: You have to have a net
reduction.! want to leave the Pentagon planners with enough flexibility so they can make the decisions as to which weapon systems they
trade off. If they go forward with a full 100 MX deployment, that
means they have to get rid of 2,000 nuclear warheads somewhere in
that inventory.
Now critics have said we're trading in two old horses for one that's
more accurate and destructive. Just because .it happens to be more
accurate it doesn't mean it has to be more destabilizing. The fact is
thatwe'retryingto moveawayfrom MAD {mutually assured destruction), where our only recourse is to lob these big missiles into each
other's cities.
a: So "build-down" is just a small first step?
COHEN: Yes. I've never even suggested that it's a panacea. It's a
mechanism that ... will satisfy both parties. Namely that as we are
modernizing our respective forces each one of us is trying to move
into an area which builds more stability and (brings) the numbers•.. down.
a: Will the administration agree to your 2-to-1 formula?
tOHEN: What I've said is "you pick the formula." The bottom line
has to be a net reduction. I've suggested a 2-for-1 ratio. It may be that
you can go higher than that on a 3-for-1 basis. We're really trying to
shape their policies so they don't go to more warheads.
a: To what extent are the latest votes in favor of the MX truly
indicative of its support?
COHEN: It's a close vote. I could not guarantee the White House
thatifthey acceptthe "build-down" concept thatthe MX Willpass. But
if they don't, the MX will have no chance of passing. Frankly, from a
purely military point of view, the MX doesn't make all that much
sense. But (it does) if you use it soley as a means to get you to the
ultimate goal of (fewer warheads) and as leverage (with) the Soviets,
saying we have the national will to go forward With a new production
line unless you agree to some sort of negotiations.
The administration keeps saying MX, and we keep saying arms
control, single (Warheads), reformation of START and then the MX.
These are the priorities we have got to have. How do we keep the
pressure on the administration? We obviously lose some leverage the
further along the MX production goes.

Former members of the state
Board of Educational Finance are
still upset over Gov. ToneyAnaya 's
replacement of eight of the 11 board
members May 26, and may yet bring
suit against the governor, one of the
deposed members said Wednesday.
Majorie Beck of Roswell said she
and several of the other ousted board
members have sought legal advice
on the matter, and are drawing up a
course of action.
"It's not right, and may not be
legal. We're still trying to find out,"
said fleck, who added that in her
opinion, Gov. Anaya continl!es to
insist on having his way with all state
agencies under his direction, regardles.s of the effects on the state.
"I think he may set this state back
30 years at the rate he's going. Be's
out to have personal control of everything in New Mexico," she said.
Nena Crouch of Albuquerque,
another of the BEF members ousted
May 26, has said she resents the
governor's actions because they .im-

ply that the fanner board members
were in some way derelict of duty.
Crquch said in a public statement
she b'elieves the board has had "the
most productive two years since the
BEF'li establishment in 1951." and
questioned whether the Anaya administration might soon find it difficult
to find experienced volunteers to
guide state financing for education.
Other former board members
cited the way they were terminated
as the reason they are upset with the
governor.
"I found out I was off the BEF
from a reporter who called to ask my
reaction," said Lee Atchison, a
Farmington businessman. "I didn't
get any official notice until two
hours after the reporter called, and
that was just a phone call from one of
the governor's aides telling me I was
out," he said.
Atchison said he does not plan to
take legal action at this time.
Anaya also replaced Gene Elliott
of Las Cruces and Ed Ortiz of Santa
Fe. Dan Lopez of Albuquerque,
Tino Gallegos of Las Vegas and

Jamboree To Be Held To Help Area
Day Care Centers Raise Needed Cash
By Mark Michnovicz
A day care benefit jamboree will
beheld from I to6 p.m. July 2 at the
Mexican Village of the New Mexico
State Fairgrounds.
The jamboree will help raise
money for Albuquerque day care
centers, which will be affected by
the discontinuance of state Title XX
day care funding, said benefit sponsor Shannon Robinson.
Robinson, who will be a candidate for the District 17 Senate seat in
1984, feels day care funding in New
Mexico is an important issue.
"Without Title XX funding, day
care centers like the University New
Mexico Child Care Co-op and the
YWCA won't be able to provide
adequate care," he said.
One-half of the money raised will
be distributed among the UNM
Child Care Co-op, YWCA child
care centers and day care centers
within District 17 to help offset
budget cuts, Robinson said. The rest

CONCEPTIONS
SoUTHWEsT

of the money will be used for his
New Mexico State Senate cam•
paign.
"I feel politics can be more than
asking for votes and money,''
Robinson said, "There is a new
awareness in the politics of the '80s.
We can combine campaigning with
a worthy cause, like raising money
for day care."

EYE DOCTOR·
"Open Saturdays"
Call and
Compare
Our Prices

SERVICE
265-3828

4304 LOMAS, NE

Lomas Dllld. at Washington

Are ·You Losing Your Hair? ·
The University of New Mexico, Department of Medicine, Division of Dermatology is studying effectiveness of a topical solu.tion called ~~noxidi_l to ~etermine .its
effectiveness in growing hair. We are seeking 100 participants m th1s study With
male pattern or common baldness. The pattern of hair loss must include hair loss
in the front ofthe scalp and some hair loss on the back, middle of the scalp. (~ee
photo). Patients must be available for one full year for monthly follow-up VISits,
must be between the ages of 18 & 49. For more information,please call277-6770
between 2 & 6 p.m. This phone will not be answered or manned at other hours.

F E INSTALLAn

With purchase of tires, tubes and all bicycle accessories.

50% Oft
Fronk Shorter
Running Tops
and Shorts

Save on
PATAGONIA
SUMMEI\WEAR

The· oplnfon~ expressed on the editotla1p_ag es of the Now Mexico £?ally L_o_bo _aro t_hose of the

authorsoleTy, Unsigned opinion Is that of the edltor and refJectstheedltotial policy of the paper,
but does- not necessarily represent tho views of tha members of the .Daily Lobo staff.
Letter! SUbmission Policy: letters to the editor n;ust ,be typ~d, doubfe•SP_BC_e.d and no_ more

Also Sove On
BATHING SUITS,
SHORTS ond TOPS.·

20%-600k OH
Selected Tennis
and Running Shoes

Plus Savings in All Our Departments
Sole Prices Effective thru June 18

then 200 words. All mailed-in letters must be signed by tha author and include 8ddr~ss ~nd

lelephane number. No names Will be withheld. The Dally Lobo does not guaranteeJ>Jblicallon
and will edit letters for length and libelOUs content.
Assoc. Arts ·editbr ..•• -..••••• Johanna l(fng
Reporter.. , .............. ,Robin Anderson
Reporter., .. , ••. , ..••• , ••.• Tobey Cordova

Your Sports
Sp•clolfy Shop
3222 C•ntral
(2 blocks C'ost of UNM)

Reporter.,, , , , .•••..• , .•. Mark Mlchnovict

Data Entry .................... Steve ShoUp
Production Manager •.• , •, ... , S~cm Wilson
Technical Adviser .••••.•• Craig Chrlssinger
Busine!ls Manager ••••••••. Emlly Jatkso·h
A~vertiSing, ...... "

Prices to Celebrate the Beginning of Our Eighth Year

Bicycle locks (with mention of this ad).
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ANNMRSARY SALE

30%0H

by the Board of Sludlint Pubfltallons ofthe Unlver·slly of New Maxi co. Subscrlplion ratels $10
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The Planets and D. J. Cooking,
local country western bands, will
entertain at the benefit, he said. People can register to vote and infonnation on District 17 will be available.
Admission is $5, and includes a
taco and a beer. Tickets can be
purchased in advance at American
Toyota, 725 Wyoming NE, or at the
gate.

Michael A. Gallegos

TALENTED YOUTH: Six-year~old Leonard Gallegos demonstrates his singing ability at the San Felipe de Neri Fiestas in
Old Town last Saturday.

• EXAMINATIONS
• CONTACT LENSES
• EYEGLASSES

Univorsityyear,wee_klya.~urlh-g cfosed and finefswee~s and weekly during th_e summe_r,ses_~ron,

Associate Managing S:dltor , , •. Wren Propp

Charles Olsen of Silver ,City were
;~lso replaced, but all had left the
board previously.
Lopez now serves as secretary of
the state Employment Security Division, Gallegos and Olsen both had
already resigned.
The governor's action.s have had
no effect on the voting student position approved by the .state legislature
this spring.
That provision, secured by
Associated Students of the University of New Mexico Lobby Commit·
tee Chairman Mark Duran, will
mean a student from one of the sil(
state-supported universities wm sit
on the board this fall with the same
powers and responsibilities as the
other members.
Western New Mexico State University in Silver City ~ill send the
first voting student member to Santa
Fe. David Castillo, currently student
body president at Western, is expected to appoint himself to the post
in the near future, a spokesman for
WNMSU student government said
Wednesday.

...... , .. Eddie ·rafova

9-6 Mon---Frl
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ASUNM Plans For Convention
By Tobey A. Cordova
Selecting new officers for posi·
tions in the Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico and
organi1.ing the Associated Students
of America Convention arc the top
priorities of Prcsi.dcnt Dan Serrano,
who took office May 14.
Serrano, winner of a threc-wuy
race for the top spot in the March
general el~ction, was chosen as
ASA convention director by out-

DAN SERRANO

going ASUNM President Michael
Gallegos, who has moved liP to the
presidency of that national student
government organization.
S!!rrano must put together plans
for the ASA national convention,
now scheduled for September.
Student government positions for
the 1983-84 school year have been
f'illed by the following students:
• administrative aides- Deni~e
Cordova and Jesus Salazar
• attorney general - still unfilled
• treasurer - Kathy Silva
• Crafts Area director - Penny
Weiscamp
• Cultural Committee co-chairmen - Lawrence Roybal and
Annette Hazen
• Entertainment Committee chairman - K(:v.in Breen
• Film Committee chairmanManuel Dodge
• Lobbying Committee chairman - Mark Duran
• Popular Entertainment Committee chairman - Frank Parks and
assistant chairman - Ron Pacheco
• Speaker's Committee chair•
man - Harold Barnwell
• Textbook Co-op director Tarek Khrcish and assistant dircc.tor- Sammy Assed
• Travel Center director-;Frances Maldonado and assistant
director - Robert Faull
• Tutorial Center director- J .T.
Cook and assistant director-

Make Father's Day Special
Buy Him A
Hewlett Packard

LuAnne Aragon
''To prepare for these offices, the
students attend briefings and a biweekly cabinet meeting. At the
meetings, the members arc responsible for forming reports on expenditures and plans they've made,'' said
Serrano. These meetings will be
held thro\Jghout the year, he said.
For added preparation, the
ASUNM officers are invited to
attend the ASA Convention in
Washington, D.C.
At the annual convention, students attend workshops and lectures
related to lobbying techniques, management, managerial accounting,
election procedures, marketing and
financial aid.
Eventually, the students get a
chance to implement the knowledge
they obtain by drafting new proposals, with the help of senators and
representatives from their state.
The e.lection of a new national
president will also be held at the
convention. Ex-ASUNM president Michael Gallegos will serve as
interim president until the election.
Serrano said it will cost close to
$400 for each student to attend the
convention, approximately half of
which will come out of the students'
pockets.
"I consider the money for the
convention to be a good investment.
Students will return with knowledge
and experience,''said Serrano.
Although most students who
attend arc ASUNM officers, Serrano said all students arc invited.

Nicaragua To Get Aid
With 1985 Elections
MEXICO CITY (UP!)~
Mexico will help Nicaragua set
up its scheduled 1985 elections
once the embattled Central
American country approves an
electoral Jaw, a Nicar&guan official announced Wednesday.
Assistant Commander Rafael
Solis, chairman of Nicaragua's
Council of State, said the law will
be approved by Dec. 4 and "elections will be held in Nicar·
agua ... unless aggressions increase or we are at war.''
Solis was in Mexico as leader
of a mixed commission of the
Counc.il of State, a rubber stamp
legislature, and the Patriotic
Front, a coalition of four parties
that supports the government,
studying the electoral Jaws of
other countries,
"Once Nicaragua's electoral
law is approved and the time
comes to establish all the e.Jector·
a) mechanisms, Mexico is quite
willing to lend us the necessary
assistance to get the gears in motion," Solis said.
The president of the Mexican
Federal Electoral Commission
division on voter registration,
Dr. Jose Newman, "offered all

necessary advice" to the Nicaraguan government, Solis said.
Senators from Mexico's ruling
Institutional Revolutionary Party
(PRI) explained ''the historic<~l
process of institutionalization of
the Mexican revolution and the
different reforms of the Mexican
electoral system,'' Solis said.
The PRI has governed Mexico
since it was formed in I 929.
The Sandinista soldier said his
government has not decided
whether the 1985 elections will
be general elections, only congressional b!llloting, or a referendum to detennine what type of
elections are wanted.
He stressed the government
plans to hold a vote in 1985.
He charged, however, that
"other countries, especially the
United States, decided to prevent
us from holding elections" to
justify their charges that Nicaragua is a totalitarian state.
Solis said recent anned aggressions and a plan under which
opposition politicians. in Nicaragua would have sought asylum
in Western embassies were part
of a U.S.-sponsored scheme to
make it look like political pluralism is dead in Nicaragua.

CONCEPTIONS
SOUTllWEST

Domino's

$1.50

Pizza
Delivers
Fast, FJH Delivery

FJ/dl

!

SERIES40
HANDHELD COMPlTfERS
UST SALE
HP-4JC Handheld Computer !441 Brtcsl SI95.00Sl65.50
HP-41CV tlandheld Computer
275.00 230.00
(2,233 Bytes]
195.00 165.00
HP,82104A Card Readet
385.00 325.00
HP·82143A Thcnnal Printer/Plotter
HP·41CV System !(Calculator
4 70.00 390.00
and Card Reader!
HP•41 CV System II (Calculator.
855.00 699.95
Card Reader Printer)
125.00 110.00
HP-IL Interface Module
450.00 375.00
HP-82161A Digital Cassette Drive
450.00 375.00
HP·82162A Thennal PrinteriPlotter
995.00 795.00
HP·75C Portable Computer
SERJES 10
PROFESSIONAL CALCULATORS
HP·l OC Scientific Programmable
HP-UC Advanced Scientific
Programmable
HP-12C Advanced FinanCial
Programmable
HP-15C Advanced Programmable with
Special Functions
HP· i6C Cllmputer Scientist
HP-9.7 Dcskt<Jp F'ullyPrmirammable
HP ACCESsoRIES
HP-82180A F:xtemled F'uncli•Jns
Module
HP-8218lA Extended Memo!')! Module
HP-41•15005 Survey Pa.:
HP·82153A0ptical Wand
HP-82120A BatteN i'ac

LIST SALE
$70.00 563.00
90.00

80.00

120.00 100.00
120.00 I 00.00
120.00 100.00
750.00 . 600.00

75.00 67.50
75.00 67.50
30.00 27.00
125.00 100.00
35.00 :u.so

3920 Central SE
262-1662

,$1.50 off any 16" pizza.
·One coupon per pizza.
Expires 6·30·83

$. 75 off any size pizza.

. Fast, Free Delivery
3920 Central SE
262-1662

Fast, Free Delivery
3920 Central SE
262-1662
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J;xpires 6-30·83
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A M D is hiring!
You' II find full-time careetopportunities at Advanced Micro
Devices, the company for engineering.

15015 • ea!S-7981

VISA-MASTER CARD·AMERiCAN EXJtlttSS
Price-; 'uhject td diiingt Wllhoul riohce. Salt £nd\ 1·.H·H.J

Mlchool A. Gallegos
Tony Brewster, valedictorian of his senior class at Northeast Lauderdale
High School in Meridian, Miss., is the first winner of the UNM President's OEHYDRA TED DUCKPOND: The water has been removed from the.duckpond so that it can be
International Science and Engineering Scholarship. The renewable, $1,000 a cleaned and the ducks probably cannot understand what has happened to their home. A
year award was won by Brewster forhis entry in the International Science and tractor can be seen in the background performing some landscaping.
Engineering Fair last month in Albuquerque. Brewster's project on
mathematics and computers also won UNM's valedictorian scholarship,
worth about $775 a year, and a fourth place $50 cash award from the General
Motors Corp.

Kevin Bean, Jane Ann Deshler, Angela Mattox and Skip Muon, all
UNM undergraduates, ·have been named tu fill four vacancies on the New
Mexico Public Interest Research Group (NMPIRG) board of directors. The
nine-member board hires the NMPIRG executive director and is a policymaking body that decides which projects the group will pursue.
Diego Abente, Carolyn Cocotas, .Leslie Hirschberg, Michael
McGowen and Paul Smith have been awarded challenge assistantships to
continue research in their fields of interest. Judges granted the one-year,
$6,000 ass~stantships on the basis of past work and the potential of each to
improve. Abente will investigate public policy making in Venezuela; Cocolas wants to establish a comprehensive health care program; Hirschberg
produced taped interviews with perfonning artists broadcast on the Keller
Hall Live radio program; McGowen has been working on a mobile robot; and
Smith will probe the process by which quasars generate energy.

This Is your chance to join the company thafs on the leading edge of every ~ritlcal
technology In the semiconductor Industry.
·
With your BS, MS or PhD In Electrical Engineering, Solid State Physles, Materials
Science, or Computer Science, you'll find an the technological excitement
your career can handle at AMD. And the rewards. We just passed $350 million In sales,
and our sights are set on breaking new records.
AMD chose the wave as Its symbol to show the excitement of the world'S fastest
growing IC company. If you crave that kind of excitement, join us and catch
the wave. Send your resume to Barbara Toothman, College Relations Manag•r1
AdVanced Micro DeviCes, Dept. UNM•69, 901 Thompson
Place, SUnnyvale, California 94011, or call In
Callfom.la (401) 749·4131; o. utslde
Callfomla (100) 531·1450, ext.
·
4131• Equal opportunity
employer m/f/h.

Godfather's Pizza Combo - it's been
imitated, counterfeited, forged and faked,
but's it's never been duplicated.
Pounds of gunk on a gorgeous crust,
guaranteed to devastate your appetite.
So what's holdin' ya'?

Money Raised for Kids
By Mark Michnovicz
A telethon for the Children's
Miracle Network raised $88,000 to
benefit Children's Services at the
University of New Mexico Hospital.
"All the money stops right here,"
said Marilyn Perryman, local telethon coordinator.
The Osmond .Foundation (of tele-,
vision's Osmond family) sponsored
the telethon, held May 28-29. A total of $5 million was raised in 21
cities to benefit children's programs
in 28 hospitals around the country,
Perryman said.
"UNMH is a primary children's
health care hospital," she said.
"The $88,000, Jess expenses, will
be used to expand and to update new
equipment for the children's hospital."
UNM was not involved to a great
e~tent in the telethe)n, but UNM peo-

Excitemenff

I(,:

401 WYOMING NE
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 8"7123

Debra .Burns and Edward McCardle are the the latest winners of the
Rana Rose Adler Memorial Award for freshmen in the UNM Honors Program. Bums and McCardle, both undecided about their major fields of study,
will receive $100 at the ~?nd of the 1983 fall and 1984 spring semesters, They
were chosen by the Financial Aids Office based on recommendations from
Honors Program instructors.

$.75

HEWLETT

a!~ PACKARD

Dr. Manuel Justiz, director of the National Institute of Education, nnd
Dr. Paul Resta, chief of research, technology and planning at tbe institute,
have been honored for their contributions to higher education for Hispanics in
the U.S.-Mexico bor~er region. Justiz and Resta coordinated the Bi-national
Planning and Collaboration Program through the University of New Mexico
College of Education. Justi:~; was director of the UNM Latin American
Institute and Resta was Education dean before accepting their federal
appointments, and both men intend to return to UNM when they leave the
institute.

~

Hot Doggery

1-

Chicago Style Hot Dogs

ocua ·--·--PizZa..

pic were very helpful, she said.
"The Theater Arts Department
made the beautiful backdrops for our
set and donated work hours. Harold
Shaw from the Physical Plant helped
get everything set up," she said.
UNM-Hospital coordinated the
telethon within lliree months, Perryman said. It went better than expected, although she feels there
could have been more media
coverage.
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10% Student Discount
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Hln'tllllw It worb:
Professors organize a selection Of*
class readings !check copyright law~
for legal use Of materlall and drop,._
the master Off at Klnko's
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Please call 255·9673 for more Info •. ~

What makes ourfrdme cpllecfton so
specloiiSn't the number of choices. If's the
number of good choices.
But the best frame is the frarne that looks
best on you. And thafs what our optician Is
trained to help you find.
Because we're out to eam your trust.

VISIOii

A SEARLE COMPANY

* -~;rm
~.:~
~...,..,..~...

: our Professor Publlshlilil Plan Is~
-tc available at no cost to vou or your;:
• department

to look good•.
trust Pearle.
PEARLE
center

• Klilko'S Wlll•
·Duplicate It
-tc ·Assemble custom Notebooks
-tc ·Dlstrlbutethem to your stu·~
•
dents ata reduced rate

:

For1.286

'i)
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2421 SAN PSDRO Nl: 884·511 :3

New Mexico's Complete Camping & Backpacking ShOp!

*****************~

•

Nobody cares for eyes more than Pearle.
West Central Plaza
4300 Central Ave. S.E.
4410A
Central Ave. s.w.
268·2008
831-5326
Sun Square Shopping Center
7210A Menaul Blvd. N.E.

883·0077
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Arts

Arts

Exhibit Reveals Varied Layers of Art, Experience

Summer Films Offer Stardom, Suspense, Sci-Fi

Uy Kelly Clark
Eating The Rind, an Albuquerque
United Artists exhibition of works
by six New Mexico artists, will continue unti I June 30 at the Downtown
Center for th<' Arts.
The exhibition includes works of
Cibichrollle photography by Anita
Douthat, watercolor and lithographs
by Dcbon1h Cole, paintings by Rene
He in, altered photographs by Patri---·-~--------

SELF SERVE
SUNDAY NOON ·5

SALE
copies

cia McPheron, mixed-media paint- Eatinli The Rind is all abo!Jt,
imagery that unites the work in this
ings and ceramics by Karen FabriAll the works contain layers of show, but rather the action at the root
cius and drawings, sculpture and artistic concepts or mediums of each work which the phrase 'eatDouthat's is layered slide photogra- ing the rind' represents.''
lithographs by Babs Baker.
Although·the works vary in. media phy, Cole's are watercolored layers
Babs Baker views the rinds as
and subject, the abstract and intro- of reality, Hein's paint is heavily "poisonous or non•poisonous - as
spective idea of "eating the rind" I11yered, while McPheron's layers . ingesting external information and
connects and complements the work are the structures of altercd photo- ·responding to it in an internal way."
as a whole.
graphs, Baker's drawings and texts
Rene He in portrays "an uncomOrganized by curator McPheron offcr layered information and Fabri- fortable tension between abstract
and Cole lust fall, the show attempts cius' layers her ceramics and paint- and figurative" and uses thick layers
to exhibit contemporary work, not ings by etching.
of paint on small surfaces to heightpreviously, shown of varied media
The only written description en this tension.
and interest which would be com- "Eating the Rind: What Does it
To her, the phrase 'eating the
patible but not too similar.
Mean?" -explains the exhibi- rind' represents "a neurotic tenBabs Baker describes the works tion's works as "Digestion. Trans- sion - like putting your finger in
as abstract and introspective, which formation. Re-creation. A bitter- your mouth and chomping down,"
represents what the inner core of sweet mulling, It is not media or said Hcin.

ACLOA To Bring Popejoy Hall Magic, Romance
Once upon a time in the land of
musical theater, there ruled a man
named Sigmund Romberg. His was
a world of handsome princes and

•

2312 central S.E:
255·9673

~
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beautiful maidens, a world where
lovers sang and jesters tumbled,
where patrons laughed and cried.
Albuquerque Civic Li.ght Opera
(ACLOA) will rekindle the romance
and fun of this bygone era when they
recreate Romberg's The Student
Prince Friday at 8:15p.m. in Popejoy Hall.
Set in Heidelberg in the center of
Gennany's Black Forest, the musical comedy takes a prince from his
court duties, as well as the princess
to whom he is betrothed, and places
him in the midst of the vibrancy and
warmth of college life. He falls in
love with a barmaid and drinks in the
merry life led by his fellow students
who do not realize his royal status.
"The story presents the austerity
of the court and the wannth of student life," said director John Gardner. "The prince .is divided between
these two extremes and he must
choose."

What are the advantages of TSA over other retirement savings plans?
Find the answers in room 231A of the SUB
On June 8, 9, and 10 From 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
First Financial Group
Representing a wide range of tall s~eltered annuity products.

(Across From UNM)

Save money, carry-out sen·il'e, plenty of free parking

5704 Lomas Blvd. N.E.
rour fa,·uritt• brandSC(J.~t less at Sa\'C-\\'a\'
and you'll always !-(et what ~~1i1 a~k for. ·

5516 Menaul Blvd. N.E.
Welcome Back
Summer Students
We Have Spirits
for Picnics and Parties
SAVE-WAY LIQUORS
FEATURES:
•1'1w lar!-(est !i!leclion of Califnrnia
and impurted wines in the state of
Nt•\\· Mexico.

• Wi(Je a~mrtment ol' cordials,
t·o!-(nacs and brandies.
Larl-(t•.~election

and imported

of Arnerican

~eers.

• The ht•M brands in whiskies,

rum. \·odlw, and ~in.
• All of the abt)\'e at low.
low, discotmt prices.

Plus convenient drive-up windows

UNM English Department Office
Manager Katy Ryan Martin plays
the grand dutchess, while Kurt Streit
plays the prince and Jeanne
Mouchette sings the role of the barmaid.
Others in the play are Melinda
Snodgrass as Princess Margaret;
Lloyd Lamb as Dr. Engel, the
prince's tutor; Gary Bearly as Lutz,
the prince's valet; Garrett Flickinger
as Hubert, Lutz' servant.
Scenic design coordinator for the
production is Carolyn Wheeler,
while Patrick Robinson is musical
director and Mariel McEwan is costume designer.
ACLOA is offering a $2 discount
off regular door prices for this production if tickets are purchased at
least one day in advance of the performance. The Studellt Prince will
be presented June I0, II, 17, 18, 24
and 25 at 8:15p.m. and June 12 and
19 at 2:)5 p.m.

How Can TSA Increase Your Spendable Income?

9am-9pm 7 Days A week
2112 Central S.E.

Save-way Liquor Stores

Gardner,. who feels there is not
enough romance in our lives today,
said the play is "full of romance and
laughter, giving it a fairy tale quality, like Never Never Land."
Gardner characterizes the comic
style of The Student Prince as being
highly presentational. ''Compare
the comedy of Steve Martin with the
comedy of Laurel and Hardy and
you can see the difference in style
I'm talking about, We're recreating
the comedy style of the '20s which is
a very broad, slapstick style."
Romberg created some of his
most popular son~s for the Stt!dent
Prince, including "Deep in My
Heart, Dear," ''Serenade" and
"The Drinking Song." The love
duets underscore the blossoming
affection between prince and barmaid while other songs echo the
camaraderie of campus life discovered by the royal visitor.
For the ACLOA production,

Attention Faculty and Staff
What is TSA?

PAPERBACKS ·Large Selection
Science Fiction, Best Sellers, Financial, Classics,
·
Fictio~, Non-Fiction, Etc.

•

Cole's watercolors set up chaotic
realities with colored bits of patterns
and figures which move spacially
through the paintings to an outer
reality. In the background, birds and
crickets calm the chaos.
McPherson describes the process
of her works as one of digestion and
transformation in which painting,
drawing and photography build up a
structural piece which is reused,
transformed, and restructured until a
final image is produced.
Karen Fabricius' paintings and
ceramics arc strong and colorful,
with good use ofform, and a ritualistic vibrancy which startles the
viewer.
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'he Alii In Porlto Soria will feature concerts at
Roosevelt Park June 19: Alma, jazz, from .z:o~-

1111 Valle)' (8904 Menoul N.E.)- Kone and
Quinn.
1111<11 Aopo (2284 Wyomln1 N.E.)- Freddie
Cbovnond the Rh)'lhtnBrothers.
........ (Mont&ome,.Y PIIZI)- Sassy Jones
(upstairs) Striderz (downstolrs).
C.ro..a Ea11 (7605 Central N.E.) - CC
Waterbock (durln1 hoppy hour); Bock to Bock.
Clreloa Str•d Pab (618 Coronado Shopping
CenlerN.E.)- Mo•Y·
Cowbop (3310 Juan Tabo N.E.J- Duke City
A!I-Siars.
Dttobl'o(2900CoorsN,W.)- Rare Silk.
Frlor'sNon~ (4410 Wyoming N,E.)- 505.
frttr'oPub (6825 Lomu N.E.)- Tapes.
Grell•• CeatraJ Stadoa (3301 Juan
Tabo)- OfftheWali(Friday).
Han117 l<1r (I ZOO Wyoming N.E.)- Bongo
Straili.
Taveru Louaae (800 Rio Orandc) - The Dave
Silverman Band,

Titt Wille CeDar (Fait Plaza Shopping Center,
Lomas and San Pedi'o) - John Daley.

3.:0!; Ron.Poindexrer. pop vocalist, from 3:2()..
3:~0; Jim Almand ond Friends, jazz, from 4:0S4:l.s: Juniper, folk music, frbm4:50-S:.SO.
A Flock .ol Suaalii/Tire flu wiU be II the Civic
AucUtorium July 2. Tlclceu ue StO.lO and are
availabJe at Giant Ticket Oulets.
Dtt.ld Gmau wUI be in Santa Fe at the Paolo
Soleri June 25. Tickets are S8.60 and are
available at Giant Ticket OutJeiJ,
11oe GoorMrl Strl11 Qlltttt, toaerher with Lee
Luvisi, pianist, and Mitchell Lurie, clarlnetfst,
will be at Woodward· HaU Thursday and
Soturday at 8:15 p.m. Tickets ore $8.60 for
adults, Ul)(J for students and are available at the
door.

.lane lunboree, fean.lrin& the New Me.!l:ico
Symphony Orchestra and the Watermefon
Mountain Jug Band.-_ will be held a~ 8;15 p,nt.
Saturday at the First Plaza Promenade 1ocated at
2nd and CopPer. TickttsareS6,SlqandSI4 and
are available at the NMSO

AGORA wiD be

holding orientation

for new volunteers
Wednesday, June 15, 7:30pm
Rm. 153 Ortega Hall

Bo~

Office or at

Popejoy HaU.
Ktllllf J,oulu wiU be a~ the in Santa Feat the:
Paolo Soler! July lZ. Tickets are 515.60 and. are
avaiiable at Giant Tlcbr Outlets,
Pat Mat•aay will be in Santa Fe at the Paolo
Soleri on Wednesday, July20. TicketsareSI2.8S
iln~ are a'r'ailible at CHant Ticket OUtlets.
HaakWJIIIamsJr. will be: at theOolden Inn June
i9. Tickets are SJ0.60.ind are avaUable at Giant
Ticket Outlets.

Madeline Kahn, wUl be ihe openllll: production
or the Santa Fe Festival Theater's 1983 season,
The shaw runs June -27~Juty- 16. The Festival
Theater perform as at the Ailnory for the Aru,
l0$0 Old Pecos 'Trail in Santa Fe. More tJc:ket
Information is avaUable at the Festival Theater
Box Offic:e If 983-9400 or by writlna Tickets,
The Ftsrlval Tbeater_, P.O. Box DD, Sanra Fe.
N.M.,87502,
llodaJ Dt s.ny., Federico Oarcla Lorca's stQry
of two families involved in an· ancient reud, is
belrig presented at by La Compania at 8 -p.m.
Friday and Saturday, 3 p.m. Sunday throuah
June -26 at Nuestro Teatro. nckeu are $4 ln
advance, $4.$0 and the door and available at theTeatro'S Bo~orace.
71rt fi/11<111/ Gommli Rtl)llon M<lllllltht Moo•
MIVftolib, a Pulllzer Prize..winnlngplaybyPaul

Zindel, Js being pJesented at the Vonex Theater
at 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday. 2:30p.m. Sunday
lhrough June 26. Reservations are nallable by
cidlingtbe VoMQ at247·8600,
CtzJJ/Df!'lil Su/11, -Neil Simon•s comedy1 is being
presented at __tfle Bam D_l~ner Theater through
June 19. 'tickets are SI5.SO sunday.Thursday,
$16.SO Friday and Sl7.50 SatUrday. The Bam's
doors open -at 6 p.m. Monday-Saturday, 4 p.m.
Surida:Y.
Uttk Jo will be prcs.:nlcd as a tribUte to UNM's
first dean of music, J.D. Robb; by the
_Albuquerque Opera Thealer at 8:15p.m. June
17. 'tickets are $10 for students, $15 for the
general public _and are available by cllling the
Theater at 198.0881,
Student Print•. • romantic. Qperetta by Dorothy

A_,,.....

Jou
will be in Santa Fe ol the
PaoJo Soleri June 29. Ticket!l•re $1_4.10 and are
available at Oiant Ticket Ocnleti.

alw Splht. Noel Coward's_ comecly

feat~~:rina

interrutloilally acclaimed film and stqe ac:uess

Donnelly and Sigmund Romberg, will be
presented by the Albuquerque Civic Liaht Opera
June 10.12, 17·19 and 24-26 at Popejoy HaU.
Tic:i::et info11111iioa and reservations are available
fromACLOA at345-6577.

THEATER
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THE "KAPLAN ADVANTAGE" DOESN'T
HAVE TO END WITH YOUR ADMISSION TO LAW SCHOOL!
THE SAME SKILlED.tNSTi!UCTION THAT PREPARED VOU FOR
THE LSAT, CAN GUIDE YOU THROUGH fiRST YEAR LAW!

.,
- 1-._

cho II to the original. It was d!!ja vu
when Norman reached for hotel key
I, when he grabbed a butcher's knife
and when Mary (Meg Tilly), the
young girl who was staying with
Starstruck. Dir!!ded by Gillian him, was being watched thorugh a
Armstrong. Screenplay by peak hole.
Like the original, Pyscho II conStephen MacLean.
Starstruck is another in a line of tains sharp camera angles and visual
entertaining, well-made films from cffects, one of the most memorable
Australia. Though not perfect, this of which was the low angle ·of the
]Jumorous new-wave musical com- house which gives it a horrifying,
edy tells tile age-old story of two powcrful character.
Pyscho ll includes many plot
kids who want to be stars,
The kids' .shot at fame comes twists which may be its biggest
from a Sydney version of American downfall, every few minutes new
Bandstand 11nd a New Year's Eve information or incidents seem to
talent contest with a prize of appear, causing the whole story to
$25,000. Their only problem is how change and sometimes making it difto get on the show. Fourteen-year- ficult to follow.
- Johanna King.
old Angus (Ross O'Donovan) has a
plan to get J<~ckie Mullens (Jo KenWarGames. Directed by John
nedy), his 18-year old cousin, some Badham. Written by Lawrence
publicity. He convinces her to Lasker and Walter F. Parkes.
attempt a high-wire walk between
After a nuclear war simulation
two downtown office building finds that 22 percent of the men in
wearing a bizarre outfit.
silos will not launch their missiles,
The story takes on the appearance NORAD replaces men with a comof a Judy Garland/Mickey Rooney puter that plays World War III warbackstage musical when the fami- games every day and learns from its
ly's pub is endangered and the mistakes - War Operations Planwould-be stars decide to save it. ned Response.
Jackie gets on the. Wow! television
The problem starts when a highshow, but must decide whether to school computer genius, David
pay the price for fame - giving up (Matthew Broderick), taps into
her life style and friends. The kids, WOPR and innocently begins
of course, turn the tables and matching wits with it in a game caltriumph. The pub is saved and fame led Global Thermonuclear War. He
is grasped.
and Jennifer (Ally Sheedy) think
Kennedy's acting and siuging as a they've discovered the ultimate vernew-wave teenager is well done. I fit sion of Missile Command. Unfortuis Jackie that we are supposed to care nately, when he launches fantasy
for, it is Angus Who keeps the movie Soviet missiles from his bedroom in
moving. A songwriter and publicity Seattle, the national-defense's elecgenius, Angus is an enjoyable char- tronic boards show real missiles
acter with an engaging personality. spproaching the United States.
- Craig Chrissinger David ends the game after a few
Pyscho II Directed by Richard minutes and the missiles disappear.
That evening, the computer calls
Franklin. Written by Tom Hoi·
David. It wants to finish the game,
land.
Pyscho II, the sequel to Alfred but David hangs up. David is
Hitchcock's classic, has all the ele· arrested the next morning, but no
ments of a good horror film- one will believe that the computer is
suspense- murder, haunting autonomously continuing to play the
music and good visual effect~ which game,
Can he escape,·find the man who
blend to make an entertaining
programmed the computer and avert
movie.
The film is about Nonnan Bates a nuclear holocaust? Of course, all is
(Anthony Perkins) who, after 22 well in the end as the computer conyears of being locked in a mental cludes that the only way to win this
institution, is declared sane and game is by not playing. However,
allowed to return home. The deci- the film is full of tension until the
sion is strongly objected by the sister very last minute.
WarGames is entertaining, thrill- ·
(Vera Miles) of one of Norman
Bates helpless victims who claims ing, intriguing and plausible to a de·
gree. Computer geniuses have
that he is "still a madman.
Both Perkins and Miles were in already broken into bank, school
the original Pyscho giving the sequ- and credit-card records with home
ence a realistic feel and both per- computers. Although the film does
formances contribute to the film, have an anti-nuke message, it is
especially Perkins' whose .long, more. against computers, with the
slank body and slight stutter make man-made monster taking control of
Nonnan Bates a likable, yet feared, man. Computers may not deserve
the rap, but the film still is worth
character.
Any Hitchcock buff will appreci- viewing.
- Craig Chrissinger
ate the number of references in Pys-

I
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As the. temperature rises,

the suspense beJ:Ins•

INTRODUCTION TO LAW SCHOOL
A ~-ll.lfiiiUNSEMINAR

• CASE. BRIEFING • TORTS • LEGAL WRITING
• CIVIL PROCEDURE • STATUTORY ANALYSIS
.
• CONTRACTS • RESEARCH METHODS • PROPERTY

Call days, eves,
and weekend•
265·2524

If you are interested in becoming a volunteer In a para-professional orga·

nization, please attend his meeting orcall277 ·3013 for more information.

June 9 & 10
7:00 and 9:30 p.rn ..

•

June 11 and 12
7:00 & 9:30 (11;30 Sat.)
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Sports

Sports

Bike Races
Start Sunday

Hiking Is Enjoyable, But Be Prepared For Anything
By Jim Wiesen
Plodding up steep paths with a
steel reinforced backpack, food for
the trip and clothing for extreme
temperatures attracts many outdoor
enthusiasts to New Mexico's wilderness areas for weekend backpacking.
For the serious hiker, backpack"
ing tests the hiker's talents of survival, physical strength and organhation. For others, hiking offers a
chance to find serenity in a not-toocalm world.
The dangers the mountains possess arc plentiful. Food and water
shortages can turn serenity into
p:mic.

The well-organized hiker follows
the basic rule - be prepared for
anything,
Temperatures fluctuate drastically from day to night in the mountains, sometimes as much as 95 degrees, depending on the altitude.
The days are usually hot enough
for shorts but the nights cold enough
for long underwear, a jacket and
gloves.
Heavy biking boots are best for
the trails, especially in northern
New Mexico where spring runoff
started about two weeks ago. Also,
wear rag wool socks with a silk liner.
The silk liner puUs moisture away
from the foot nnd allows for more
comfort,

Sunstroke, characterized by high
body temperature, convulsions and
sometimes coma, is a danger. Take a
hat, sunglasses and sunscreen for
prevention.
Chemical ice packs, lightweight
plastic bags that become cold when
squeezed, help in case of an ankle or
knee injury.
Dehydrated food is popular
among serious hikers. Dehydrated
fruits and vegetables arc available at
most mountain shops but are expensive and probably not necessary for
the weekend hiker.
Fresh fruits and vegetables placed
near the top of the pack should be
safe from being crushed, and taste
more delicious.

If your taste buds desire meat, the
dehydrated form is Jess likely to become contaminated. Some people
pack frozen meat and eat it the first
night of the trip and eat peanut butter
and jelly sandwiches the rest of the
way.
A trail mix, loaded with peanuts,
raisins, chocolate and other high
energy foods please the appetite
while 011 the trudge.
Hiking requires as much organization as it does physical fitness .
Too much weight carried on the
back causes discomfort. Unlike
campers, who have the luxury of
packing everything that fits in or on
their vehicle, hikers must choose between what is necessary and what is
not.
If you don't have hiking equip-

ment, various outdoor shops rent the
needed equipment.
The Intramural/Outdoor Shop, in
Johnson Gymn!lsium, offered the
best prices I could find for renting
packing equipment,
Even the most starved student
could afford these prices. A backpack with frame costs 50 cents a day,
a sleeping bag $1 a day, plus a 50
cent cleaning charge, and a pocket
fishing pole is $1 a. day.
They also carry first-aid equipment and, just in case, a compass for
25 cents a day.
In contrast, most stores that. specialized in mountain gear rented
their equipment about three times as
high as the Intramural/Outdoor
Shop, and did not carry as much
hiking equipment.

The New Mexico State Champion~hip Bicycling Races will be

run from Trcs Piedras to Tierra
'Amarilla Sunday, June 12, at 9
l\.m.
Seven categories are offered,
including a 95-mile race for the
men and a 51-mile race for the
women.
The. route contains two steep
climbs, one of which is eight
miles long at a 10 percent grade.
Todd Gogulski and John Frey
are the favorites in the men's
senior division, while Jackie
Snyder is favored for $he women.
Gogulski, a member of the Rio
Grande Racing Team, placel'
first in the state time trials last
weekend, covering 25 miles in
52;29 minutes.

" ~r
..

Tennis Team Bolstered;
Geatz Signs Three Frosh
The University of New Mexico
has signed the 1983 Californialligh
school singles champion fo a tennis
scholarship, Coach Dlivid Geatz
announced.
Geatz said Wednesday that Jack
Griffin of La Jolla, Calif., is expected to start in one of UNM' s top
four spots as a freshman, and that the
6-foot-2, 165-pounder has AllAmerica potential.
Geatz said Griffin may be among
the 30 best high school players in the
country, and added that the youngs-

Da the Trick

ter "could play our No. I spot for
four years. He has that much potential."
Griffin will be joined on the Lobo
men's tennis team next year by Jerry
Gunther, a 6-foot-2, 170-pound
prospect from St. Louis, Mo., who
signed with UNM earlier in the
week.
Also signed by Geatz this week
was Steve Dickham. Dickham, a 6foot, !55-pounder was the Oklahoma State single champion four years
in a row, Ge.atz said.

Grass Courts
Trouble Lendl
Afexandtfa King

SOAKED JOGGERS: Some students from an early morning
fitness class were running around Johnson Field when they
were surprised by a shower from the sprinkler system.

Cudd's 64 Sets Record;
Takes Pride Golf Fiesta

.'

277-5656 Amateur Defends Title
In Hilton Golf Tourney

131 Marron Hall
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ASK FOR IT.
CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWEST • CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWEST • S
UNM BOOKSTORE • AMAPOLA GALLERY • PINON TREE GAL
LERY • MARIPOSA GALLERY • KOKOPELLI GALLERY • GAL
LERY OF THE DAWN • SALT OF THE EARTH BOOKSTORE • FU
LL CIRCLE BOOKS • LIVING BATCH BOOKSTORE·• CASA DE 0
OLORES • YUCCA GALLERY • GALLERY DEL SOL • EMERAL
D MOON VINTAGE CLOTHING • LOS LLANOS BOOKS IN SANTA FE
• WEYRICH GALLERY • NICHOLAS POTTER BOOKSELLER •
FIRST EDITION • 21st CENTURY FOX • THE VILLAGRA BOOKSH
OP • MUSEUM OF NEW MEXICO • SCHARF GALLEIES • LIN
DA DURHAM GALLERY • ALL IN SANTA FE • CRAZY HORSE G
LLERY • HIPPO ICE CREAM • THE ARTISAN/SANTA FE • A
ND SOHO ZAT IN NEW YORK NEW YORK • THE FRAMERY • AS
A GALLERY • AND 131 MARRON HALL ON THE UNM CAMPUS •
IT'S EXPENSIVE • ARTISTIC • LITERATE • YOURS • MINE
• AVAILABLE TO ONE AND ALL • BUY IT NOW •
CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWEST • CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWEST •

MEXICO

SOCORRO (UPI) - Amateur golfer Adam Kase of Socorro is back to
defend his title at the 24th annual
Conrad Hilton Open Golf Tournament beginning Thursday at the
New Mexico Institute of Mining and
Technology course.
Kase, who will again be trying to
top a field of area pros, took advantage of playing on a course he knows
well to win the Hilton tourney a year
ago.
"Adam is a fine golfer (and)

11.60%

when you put him on his home
course, he's awful tough to beat,''
said Tech golf pro Russ Moore, one
of many pros entered in this year's
tournament.
Other pros in the 54-hole tourney
on the 6,550-yard Tech course include four-time Hilton winner Gene
Torres of Las Vegas, N.M., and
two-time winner Jim Marshall of
Phoenix.
-·
Another returning defending
champion is Mike Stanley ofSocorro, who will try to win the El Fego
Baca Golf Shoot for a third straight
year.
The event begins atop "M"
Mountain and ends at a hole on the
golf course. Stanley completed the
event in 22 and 21 shots to win the
past two years.

Guaranteed
for One Year!
Available to current or new
tax shelter· annuity participants

RM. 23IA
Mexico Student
Bldg.
June 8, 9, 10
9 am to 5 pm

~

Hot Doggery

t-

Chicago Style Hot Dogs

BUY IT.

Jay Cudd holed a four-foot birdie
putt on the final hole to set a course
record 64 and claim the Charley
Pride Golf Fiesta by nine shots at
Univcrs_jty South Golf Course
Sunday.
Cudd, who fired rounds of 69 and
66 to claim the lead after 36 holes,
beat Mike Morley, Doug Brown and
Terry Snodgrass to claim his first
Professional Golfers' Association
win. The Columbus, Ohio, professional earned $36,000 for the victory and moved into first place on the
Tournament Players Series money
list.
Former University of New Mexico golfer Ron Stelton double·
bogeyed the final hole, dropping
sole possession of second place and
falling into a third place tie with
Kenny Knox at 209.
Cudd broke the course record of
65, first set in 1975 by Keith Fergusas, a collegian, and later tied by Jeff
McMillen, Bobby Clalilpett and
professional Jim Mason. Former
UNM golfer Mitch Mooney has also
shot 64 at UNM South, but not in
tournament competition.
Cudd entered the final round with
a one-shot lead over Brown and a
three-stroke advantage over Snodgrass and Stelton. Snodgrass birdied
the first three holes to grab a share of
the lead, but Cudd, who was playing
in the same foursome as his closest
competitors, sank a three-foot birdie
putt on the sarne hole to maintain the
lead.
Cudd's advantage was only
threatened one other time. Brown
chipped in on the tenth hole to cut the
lead to one stroke, but Cudd responded with a two-putt birdie.
Cudd played the final nine holes
of UNM South, rated as one of the

nation's top 100 golf courses, inSunder-par.
Stelton and Mike Putnam were
the only ex-UNM players to survive
the 36-hole cut of 148. John Baum
opened with an 82 and was never in
contention.
UNM golf Coach UNM Dwaine
Knight shot even par-72 but was I 0over in his second round, and host
pro Henry Sandles shot 79-73 and
failed to qualify for the final 18
holes.
Some of the ·more wefl-known
golfers in the field bad their troubles
with UNM South, especially in the
afternoon when the winds made conditions tougher.
Gary Player had two S-under-par
67's in pro-am competition but
couldn't get it going during the
tournament. Player, I Oth on the alltime money list, settled for a tie for
21st place with rounds of70-71-73.
AI Geiberger, who has the alltime low score for 18 holes in competition, was l-over for the tournament. Former U.S. Open champion
Orville MOody finished the tournament 2-over-par.
Tournament organizers were suprised Thursday night when Pride, a
popular country and western singer,
announced at a tournament party
that he planned to withdraw his
name as host of the fiesta.
Pride later changed his mind and
said at a press conference Friday that
he will be affiliated with the tournament for at least two more years.
An estimated 6,000 people
watched the final round. Proceeds
will benefit the St. Joseph Hospital
cancer therapy program, which has
gained more than half a million dol·
Jars in the past nine years from the
tournament.

LONDON (UPI) - Ivan Lendl,
who makes no secret of his dislike
for grass courts, survived a scare
Wednesday against Tim Wilkinson
during the second round of a
$174,000 Grand Prix tennis tournament.
With Wimbledon less than two
weeks away, the third-seeded
Czechoslovakian showed he is still
suspect on grass, dropping the first
set and struggling in the second for a
4-6, 7-5, 6-3 decision at Queen's
Club.
Both defending champion Jimmy
Connors and second-seeded John
McEnroe were at times careless in
winning Wednesday.
McEnroe beat Freddie Sauer of
South Africa 6-4, 7-6 and Connors
stopped Nduka Odizor of Nigeria 7-

Red Sox Battle Kept in Court;
Attempted Takeover Thwarted
llOSTON (UPI) ~ A Superior
Court judge Wednesday thwarted
Buddy LeRoux's takeover of the
Boston Red Sox, returning power to
all three general partners and ordering the matter to trial next month.
Judge Andrew Linscott enjoined
LeRoux from establishing himself
as the team's. managing general part·
ner, LeRoux had taken control Monday on a majority vote of the limited
partners and named .Dick 0 'Connell
general manager.
Linscott said the takeover was
illegal because it did not receive a
majority approval of the general
partners, which is stipulated in the
agreement.
Haywood Sulliv!ln, one of the
three general partners, along with
LeRoux and Jean Yawkey, called
the takeover illegal and invalid and
sought relief from the court.
Under Wednesday's injunction,
Sullivan will continue as general
manager in charge of player matters,
while LeRoux remains in charge of
business matters.
The order was in the form of an
injunction rather than a 10-day restraining order "since there is a
strong likelihood of success on the

see the new lotus and Kuwarhara Mountainblkes
,

NlghtiV:

7:1~ 1 9:15:

S.t., Sun. Mot.: 3:15,5115

Coming Noxt: NIGHT OF THE SHOOTING STAllS

34~

authorized Vespa dealer
expert repairs on Mopeds,
scooters and Honda, vamaha, Mini cycles

243·8443
1h block west o.f UniversitY on C:entral

•

"Naturally we're elated. It now
means things will be back to normal,
if there is S\lch a thing," Sullivan
said from his attorney's office. "It's
a little stronger thnn we expectt;!d but
he's still leaving room for the
others.''
LeRoux said he was not surprised
by the decision. "No, it wasn't a
surprise, but 1 believe in the system
and you have to abide by it,'' he
said.
"The judge made his decision.
Other than that, I have to bow to the
expertise of the attorneys.''
LeRoux said O'Connell would return to private life and said he had no
clue as to whether the matter could
be settled before the trial date.
LeRoux wouldn'tsay ifhehopedthe
matter could be settled before trial.
Linscott set a tri:d date for July 11.
with all briefs and pretrial matters
completed before July 6.

-~AMP

EL DESEO
is for

EVERYONE

6, 6-1.
In other matches, Steve Denton,
the hard-serving No. 5 seed, was
forced to a second-set tie-breaker by
New Zealander Chris Lewis but won
6-4, 7-6.
At 4-2 in the second set, Denton
seemed in control but \£wis fought
back to break service. The New
Zealander led in the tie-breaker but
lost service on the eighth point and
Denton went on to advance the
round of 16.

Call
265-8786

FUN

Horse'back Riding
Camp Outs
Hiking

Let us repair and clean your vest,
parka, sleeping bag, or pack. We
guarantee our work, and you will be
amazed at what a little refurbishing
and cleaning will do for your old gear.
our prices are quite reasonable. For
instance, we'll wash a vest for $5.00,
repair a. small tear for $3.00. We con
also replace broken zippers. That cost
is about $15.00 for a jacket. So bring
in your gear for "Spring Cleaning".
We can usually have it back to you in
less than a week.

TWO WHEEL DRIVE

1706 CENTRAL S.E.
ALBO., NM. ~
NEW & USED BICYCLES 87706 :I\"•~
Full line of parts and accessories
ProfesSIOnal repairs and service

merits and also a strong likelihood of
irreparable injury without such relief," Linscott said.
Sullivan said he was not only
pleased with the ruling, but with the
judge's decision for an injunction
rather than a restraining order.

& RIVERS
2320 CENTRAL S.E. =.n""tl.N.M.
268-4876, Mon-Fri10~s. Sal
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WALK UNM. FURNISHED one-bdrm apt.
Fireplace, beam ce!Ji 0 g, ~torageorea,$180. 842·8160,
6/9
SUMMER SPECIAL; ONt;.b~droorn $230, Studio,
furnished, utilities paid $200. 1218 Copper NE. 842·
W.P.,'rf:IANKS,- A Boy w!thnodog,
6/'}. 6170,
6/30
.:,P:;LA.:_.~c=E:.:Y;.;O;:.;U::;R;::.~p:::E::::RS:::.~O:;:N:-:A::.;L::.:..::m:.::.es..:.:sa;::g::..c-:t-o-f::"'ri;-en""".d~s. FOR RENT; EFFICIENCY apar(mem, .1410 Oirard
rumily, etc. in the clusslfieds. Only 17 cents per word N.E., $210/mo., for one 'person, $230/mo, for 2
Perso)ls, aU utilities paid, $1~0 security deposit. F111!Y
per day for fo!lr Issues or less, 12 cents per word per
day fpr live or more consecutive issues, 131 Marron
furnished-security locks and laundry facilities. No
Hall. summer deadline: Every Wednesday at 1 p.m.
chil!lren or pets. Please call before 6;00 in the
tfn
evening, 26(;-83?2.
tfn
THE CITA()I';J,..SUP.ERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, $240 19 $320. All.utilltles paid, Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher ~nd disP9sal, recreation
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions 11t Campus Police
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
tfn
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily.
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243·2494. tfn

1. Personals

2. Lost & Found

S. ForSale

3. Services
llEPAIR\i FOR ALL. bikes. All problems, Fan
service. Discounts. 255-1696,
7/28
SUMMER MATH WORKSHOPS: Arithmetic, prealgebr~, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, precalculus. Tues!l~y~ 9r Thursdays 10 a.m.•l2 noon.
Limited to sev.en studen.ts. Pl!!me .Dr• Abruz.1o 292·
2971.
717
I DO J>AVCAJIE In my home. Three children
maximum. Caii2SS-9S67, NearUNM.
7/14
0Vt:RWEIGIIT7 NEED OVERWEIGHT people fur
an all natural program (Herbnllfe). 255.9866.
7/7
MATII
TUTORING~ lMPJIOVEI~UiNT
guaranteed! Algebra, trig, calculus, differential
equations, probability. 836·2407 evenings.
6/23
WANTEJ>: TYPIST WITH dictnphonc experience
f9r book· length manuscript. Call243-2346.
6/9
SERENDII'IH' DAY SCHOOL presents Childrens'
Film Festival June ll through August 6, UNM
the.ater. Sell.~on ticket $12. Door admission $2.
lnform~tion. call2'5·7336.
7/28
ACULF:X. WOilD PROCESSING: 1l1eses, disser·
uuions, term paptrs, resumes graphics, 831·3181.
7/28
TYI'IST ON CAMPUS. Sense of humor. Some
genius. 242-3093.
6/30
VICfOIUA'S WORD SMITIIY: Word processing,
mnnu~crlpls, theses, dissertnlions. Call VIckie 821·
4812.
7/28
TVPING$1.50/PAGE. 293·4892.
8/15
GUITAR I,ESSONS, AU. styles, 22 years teaching.
John Mitchell 268·0496,
7/28
TIU:SES, DISSERTATIONS, MANUSCRIPTS
typed on word processor. Standby Office Support
821·2038.
7/28
TilE ct:JlVICAI. CAP Is a barrier method of birth
control. While beitlg stu(!led by the FDA, the cap Is
available locally througll the New Mexico Women's
Self· Help Oro up. 242·2402.
7128
ACCURATE INI'ORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, sterilization, abortion. Rigbt To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
CONTACI'S·POLISIIING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
WE GOT DISTRIBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon Style$), gold
rimless. SS4.SO (regular 56S.OO). Pay Less Opticians,
SOI9 Menaul N.E., across from LaDelles.
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING & counseling, Phone 247·
9819.
tfn

DISCOUNT BICYCLE PARTS, repairs, overhauls,
wheel building. Perso11al service, Cost - plus
Frametts, Europe11n/Japanese professional parts, Dill
Han2SS-7696.
7126
.LEAVING MOPED, LIKE ne\V. $300 or be~l offer,
6/9
266-6!13.
CINELLI 56 CM road bike, $1100. Two .single-~pe~d
Schwinn Cruisers, special parts, $150 each. 255'7696.
.
619
1970 TOYOTA CORONA. Auto, reliable. 842·2S53
weekdays, 268·S388 night~ and weekends, $750 or
best offer.
6/9
CAMPING EQUIPMF;NT, EXCELLENT. North
Face Bigfoot (·5 F) bag $110. LL Bean's parka
Moss single tent $110. EMS "Timberl)ne" double
tent$)20. 26G.IJ45Joshoa.
6/9
77 PONTIAC GRAND Prix, excellent condition,
$1900.265-5213.
6/9
MOTODECANE SUPER MIRAGE ten-speed, New
tlres, new freewheel, alloy rims, avocet seat, Kryp619
tonite lock,.$199 firm. Dave884-8256.
1980 JlEI) AUIJI 5000-S Diesel, AC, stereo-casette,
loaded, 33000 miles, excellent condition, $8700 or
best offer•.897·0586.
6/9
1WO U,J>, PUCU,. Moped - Men's, fancy brand
new, will deliver, $400. Call753-7422 Espanola. 6/16

sss.

6. Employment

round-table discussion of books and "Return of the
information, call OSA, 27N803, o.r stop by the.
Work Study Office, 2113 Mesa Vista Hall.
6/!1 Jedi.'' Then on Saturday, .June II, at 7 p.m .. the cl~b
will meet with Alpha Centura. Wayn~ Oodfr~Y ;1n<!
BRIGIIT, ENTHUSIMTIC, DEJ)JCATED,
graduate or undergraduate maU~o biology, English, · associates from Wargames West will give a presel)·
tatlon on computer and role-playing games, Both
chemistry, physics, engineering and cQmputer-scirnce
meetings take place at Albuq. Federal, 49('1 Central
tutors, Must be work·study cleared or eligible for
summer '83. Contact Dea at UNM Upward llound
Program ~77·3506, 2013 Mesa Vista Hall.
6/16
PART.TIME JOB afternoons ~tnd evenings. Must be
21 ye~~rs ol!l. Must be able io work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply in person, no phone calls
please. SavewaY Liquor St9rc at SS!6 Menaul NE,
6/23
.HEBREW TEACHERS, PAilT·time after school
and Su11days, Reform Jewish synagogue beginning
September. Caii243-3S33.
6/23

7. Travel
ONE-WAY AIRLINE ticket to Boston, $150 or best
offer. 877·2133.
.
6/9
WHITEWATER RAFTING ON Rio Orande and Rio
Chama by Wlldwater Rafting, Inc. Trips start at S2S.
266-9721.
6/16
ADVERTISE YOUR TRIP, adventure or ride need~
in the Daily Lobo.
tfn

8. Miscellaneous
CEL's PIZZA Ill Special - A slice of pepperoni
pi~. salad and soda for $1.6S, Also, two .5Jices of
pepperoni piua and soda for $1.69,
6/16
SERENDIPIT" DAY SCHOOL presents .Childrens'
Film Festival June II tluough August 6, UNM
theater, Season ticket $12. Door admission $2.
Information, call2,·7336,
7/28
WANT FREE FUDGE7 Find out how at the Mixed
Bag, 2210 Central SE. Across from UNM.
6/9
EXOTIC FIREARMS BUSINESS. Title 2 Firearms
(Machineguns). Offering oldest, largest, best
established Federally licensed machinegun l;lusiness .in
U.S. Over $1 MM inventory of rare, modem and
antique machineguns. Exclusive and lucralive in·
vestment, collectie>n and business for unique individual. Sharon Davidson 602-265-9162, Smira,
Olivier and Assoc. 3443 N •. Central #1800, Phx., AZ
~~~

.

~
~

TN£ CATS
M.£0]J)
RECYClED CLOTHES

lor JJ.. FAMILY
3/0IC£NTIW,5E

.

10-6 MON-FR/

2-7 2nciTUif-~SAT

255-8.330

Deadline:

ANOTHER sCI·FI WEEKEND. SF3, the UNM
science fiction club, will meet Friday, June )0, at 7:30
p.m. with the Albuq. SF Society. There. will be a

Marron Hall Room 131

RAFTIK"G

(between biology and journalism buildings)

..•.

INTRODUCES

Thursday 7-9pm
On the Mall
In front of the Library

Bcsinncrs Welcomcl
Ho PMtnetS llcqu/Nd

Open 8:0U a.m. to 5:00p.m.
Monday through Friday

Tailor-made Trips for
~roups and Individuals
WILDWATER HAniNG, Inc.

i66·97t1

Square Dance

i~PROII ~:-.01Jr.\

••

Hln'llloW It worlll:

i
•

iCprOfessors organize a selection of il
:!class readings lcheclc tOPVriOht law il
::tfor legal use of materlall and drop il
~ttle master Off at Klnko's
:

il

«KJnko's Will·

«

~Duplicate It

. iC
iC -Assemble custom Notebooks iC
:! •DistribUte them to your stu·«
, ~ dents at a reduced rate
:
~our Professor Publishing Plan Is iC
::available at no cost to you or your il
· :;department
:

For only $10.00 per year you can send the Dally
Lobo to any address in the whole US of A. That
means all75 papers published in semester I, all
73 papers published in semester U, and even all
nine papers published during the summer session will be mailed the day they are published.
That's 157 newspapers delivered home for only
$10.00.

.-~-;- •

Rr !J

•Tumbling For
Pre-schoolers
• Lorin Jazz

• ON GOING CLASSt:S
Registration: Open
summer 1983

Coli 842-0972

821 Moumoin Rood NW.

I

\

Hot bog, Fries, Soft Drink
only $1.99
Lomas lit

842·1192

Bring your $10 ·to our office, Maron Hall
Room 131 (on Redondo Dr. betweell
the journalism and biology buildings) any
time from g;oo a.rn. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday or mail it to UNM
Bo"' 20, Alb. N.M. 87131

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

•

""BLI!'IIII :'\( ,:

•

•

•Jazz

1:00 p.m. of the day
prior to the date of insertion.

~~~~~~·,

•····~~······~~··4··,~·· •

~·h

17¢ per word per day or
12¢ per word per day if run
five or more consecutive days.

9. Las N oticias

iC Please call 255·9673 fOr rr.ore Info. «

Ballet • Modern Dance

Rates:

~

MARRIED COUPLE WITHOUT children who
work well with people to manage a 42-unlt adult
condominium community, Duties include yard, pool
and inside public area maintenance, collection of
monthly assessments and light record keeping.
FleKible hours. Apartment plus Utilities for com•
pensatlon. Please call for an appointment at 294-43?5
weekdays between 8 a.m. and5 p.m.
6/9
1WO SUMMER WORJ(,-study positions at the
Oraduate Student .Association: Office Assistant (20
hrsfwk) and Research Aide (IS hrs/wk). For more

4. Housing
SEEKING ROOMMATE: NOW through mid·
August. Furnished, 2·3 miles off tampus. No pets.
Female preferred. Leave messages26S-09S6.
6/9
THREE DORMS, SPACIOUS, tWo blocks from
campus, no kids/pets. S400 plus utilities, 884-7338.
6/16
CONDOMINIUM·EFFICIENCY FOR sale.
Hillcrest Park, Carlisle-Montgomery. Oood terms.
294-0832.
619
GRAD S1lJDENTS: HOUSEMATE wanted. Threcbdrm bouse, !oi block from campUs, WID, nice
porch, fireplace, SISO plus share utilities. ex 6577,
242-26(;2,
619

New Mexico
Daily Lobo
Classified
Advertising

~

IMMEDIATE CASJI FOR good used furniture. 842•
6421 24 hours. I'm friendly.
619
INSTANT CREDIT. NEW credit card. No one
GRAPtllC ASSISTANT NEEDED at Biomedical
Communications. Must be work-study student · refused. Also information on receiving
qualified for summer employment, Knowledge of Visa/Mastercard, Gu~tranteed results regardless of
layout techniques, charts and graphs, stat camera
credit rating. Caii602·966-0090 ext. 0924.
619
copy techniques. Portfolio required with prior eX·
ADVERTISE IN THE Daily Lobo. Come to 131
perience in the field. Contact Yvonne Walston 277·
Marron Hall,
tfn

3ffi,

NE (corner of Central an!l Quincy), A.ll interested
newcomers are welcome.
6/9
CLUB? MEETING? EVENT? Advertise ill Las
Noticias, Only 10 per word per day for UNM
organizations.
tfn

ACROSS
1 Commence
6 "Too bad!"
10 School subj.
14 Long-time
convict
15 Yawn
16 Soil: Prefix
17 Below audible range
19 Harvest
20 Regal home
21 Door sign
23 Between
25 - - long
way
26 Nickname for
Edward
27 Bus. abbr.
29 Poet of old
31 Unseam
33 Feline
34 Repulse
36 Raises
40 Iowa city
42 Suspend
44 Pinky part
45 Misguided:
.2 words
47 Dissuade
49 Bad humor
50 Energy
52 Trick
53 Argument

54 Rainbow
57 Branch
59 Morally low
61 Reverse
tendency
64 Beetle
67 Every
68 Harmonize
70 Soreness
71 Noble name
In Italy
72 Wise one
73 'Demonstrate,
of old
74 Charter
75 Current.
DOWN
1 Garment
2 Entertainer
Louise
3 Distressed
4 Showed
again
5 Farm vehicle
6 Yore
7 Alley
8 Doing the
same
9 Area
10 Football's
Tim 11 Broker
12 Tinge
13 Expected

THURSDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

~~-Eo!~

18 Appeared
22 Crake
24 Plundered
27 Compound
suffi:.<

2a Repute
30 Allude
32 Fastener
35 .. _ ':-pray"
37 Fanciful
story:
2 words
38 Neophyte
39 Destroyed

41 Bribe
43 Plant anew
46 Smart
48 Pragmatist
51 Evaluated
54 Regions
55 Get to
56 Deposit
58 Can. animal
60 Large house
62 Crunch
63 Billet
65 Noted school
66 Fracture
68 Bright shade

